STAR OBJECTS

FIRST FLOOR

★ William Smith’s Map
Created in 1815 by William ‘Strata’ Smith, this represents the first complete geological map of this country.

★ The Towton Torcs

GROUND FLOOR

ROMAN YORK: MEET THE PEOPLE OF THE EMPIRE

★ Statue of Mars
This stunning life-size statue of Mars is one of the best preserved pieces of sculpture from Roman Britain.

★ Roman Head Pot
★ Mithras Plaque

YORKSHIRE’S JURASSIC WORLD – OPENS 24 MAR 2018

Take an epic journey back through 150 million years of Yorkshire to discover lost giants and the changing worlds they inhabited in this brand new major exhibition.

From the depths of the deepest seas to the ancient coasts and tropical shallows; meet the dinosaurs and sea dragons that once roamed our vast and ever-changing landscapes.

BASEMENT

MEDIEVAL YORK: CAPITAL OF THE NORTH

★ Middleham Jewel
★ Escrick Ring
★ York Boar Badge
★ Tau Pendant

York Museums Trust is an independent charity which manages York Castle Museum, Yorkshire Museum, York Museum Gardens, York Art Gallery and York St Mary’s. Charity number: 1092466.
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